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Embark on a transformative journey with

OPC OnlinePilatesClasses.com as we

proudly present our much-anticipated

Winter Tour, commencing on December

8th, 2023.

LAS VEGAS , NEVADA , USA, November

30, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Get

ready to embark on a transformative

journey with OPC

OnlinePilatesClasses.com as we

proudly present our much-anticipated

Winter Tour, commencing on

December 8th, 2023. We are delighted

to announce Balanced Body®,  the

world’s leading resource for Pilates and

integrated movement equipment and education as the exclusive tour sponsor, adding a dynamic

and wellness-focused touch to our exhilarating adventure. 

The OPC Winter Tour is not

just about Pilates; it's a

celebration of community, a

commitment to health, and

an opportunity to create

lasting memories together.

The tour serves three core

purposes:”

Lesley Logan

As we traverse the country, from the dazzling lights of Las

Vegas to the enchanting streets of Boston and the vibrant

culture of Miami, Balanced Body® will be our steadfast

partner in promoting health, fitness, and holistic well-

being. Their commitment to innovation and excellence in

the fitness industry aligns seamlessly with our mission to

bring the benefits of Pilates to enthusiasts across the

nation.

The OPC Winter Tour is not just about Pilates; it's a

celebration of community, a commitment to health, and an

opportunity to create lasting memories together. The tour

serves three core purposes:
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1. **Community Building**: At OPC,

the community is at the heart of

everything we do. We believe that

everyone deserves to belong to a

supportive and like-minded

community. The Winter Tour provides a

unique occasion for new and seasoned

enthusiasts to come together, connect,

and celebrate their shared love for

Pilates.

2. **Pilates Workshops**: Many who

teach Pilates, only sometimes get to be

on the receiving end. For those who

adore Pilates, this tour offers another

reason to experience the joy of

working out. It's a chance to learn,

grow, and deepen your practice under

expert guidance.

3. **Shared Experiences**: Memories

are made when shared with others.

OPC's Winter Tour brings the magic of

Pilates to big and small cities, offering

the community a chance to come

together and enjoy these special

moments. It's an opportunity for

individuals to meet, reunite, and

connect over their love for Pilates.

The Winter Tour features a variety of

events in each city, including workouts,

workshops, raffles with prizes from our

sponsors, and the convenience of

purchasing Flashcards without

shipping fees. Expect plenty of photo

opportunities, laughter, and the bonus

of adorable dogs that you can meet

and greet.

OPC's commitment to community and shared experiences is evident in the selection of cities for

this tour. While the list is not exhaustive, the initial confirmed stops include:



- **Las Vegas, NV**: December 8th

- **St. George, UT**: December 9th

- **Denver, CO**: December 10th

- **Lawrence, KS**: December 11th

- **St. Louis, MO**: December 12th

- **Cleveland, OH**: December 15th

- **Boston, MA**: December 17th

- **Brooklyn, NY**: December 21st

- **Manhattan, NY**: December 22nd

- **Hershey, PA**: December 23rd

- **Greensboro, NC**: December 27th

- **Charleston, SC**: December 28th

- **Miami, FL**: December 29th

- **Sarasota, FL**: December 30th

- **Austin, TX**: January 1st

- **Dallas, TX**: January 2nd

- **Alburquerque, NM**: January 3rd

- **Sedona, AZ**: January 4th

If you have any questions about the classes, workshops, or any other tour-related inquiries,

please don't hesitate to get in touch. This holiday season, we encourage you to bring your family,

and friends or take some well-deserved personal time to celebrate the joy of Pilates with OPC.

Join us for the OPC Winter Tour 2023 and make this holiday season unforgettable. Stay tuned for

more updates, exciting surprises, and prizes that will be revealed along the way!

About OPC:

OnlinePilatesClasses.com is a thriving community of Pilates enthusiasts who are passionate

about fitness, health, and the power of a supportive community. OPC is dedicated to promoting

the benefits of Pilates and creating opportunities for individuals to connect, share experiences,

and grow together. For more information and updates on the Winter Tour, visit

https://OnlinePilatesClasses.com/tour

About Balanced Body:

With more than 40 years of state-of-the-art engineering and product innovation under its belt,

Balanced Body was the first to substantially update Joseph Pilates’ original equipment. The

Company’s founder and CEO, Ken Endelman, has been awarded 28 U.S. patents for his Pilates-

related inventions. Balanced Body has 200+ employees and is headquartered in Sacramento,

California, where most of its equipment is manufactured. For more information please visit

www.pilates.com or follow Balanced Body on Instagram, Facebook or Twitter.
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